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Habits of
Observation: Letting
Site Inform Design
By Lindsay Knapp

"My approach to land design is
rooted in Taoism overlaid with a good
dose of Yankee practicality and an
abiding love of the Maine landscape,
but it is first and foremost the art of
observation."
Read more.

Invasive Species: Some Science
and Some Questions
By Jono Neiger
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Invasive species, the new species on the block,
have been taking heat for ecosystem changes for
several decades. And yet, many of our commonly
held assumptions about invasive species are not
entirely correct. The science backing up heated
claims is increasingly coming into question.
Read more.

The Great American Rain Barrel Company:
Members Making a Difference
An Interview
Water is one of nature's most abundant resources
with over two-thirds of the globe covered in blue.
Fresh water, however, has become an increasingly
precious resource. In arid parts of the globe, fresh
water falling as rain has been valued and saved for
centuries. And now, traditionally water rich areas,
such [...]
Read more.

New Native Plant Resource
Grow Native Massachusetts is a new nonprofit
organization that began operations last year as
Grow Native Cambridge. Their mission is to
educate the public about the importance of native
plants to biodiversity, and to promote a
stewardship ethic that recognizes the value of all
lands to conservation- big and small, urban and
rural, public and private. Their website is an
educational resource with information about native
plants, invasive plants, and related ecological
issues. Grow Native Massachusetts is also
featuring a free public lecture series, "Evenings
with Experts," and other programs about
gardening with natives. Visit the Grow Native
Massachusetts website at:
www.grownativemass.org.

Thank You for Your Support!
ELA would like to thank the many companies and individuals whose generous
contributions help to further the ELA mission.

Arborcare Ropes'n Saddles
Bruce Wenning
Carol Spitzer Landscape Design
Ecological Landscape Designs
Eileen Toward Gardens
Elizabeth Bailey Garden Design
EWING Landscapes & Gardens
Howard Garden Design
KSO Fine Garden Design
Magee Design
Mass Audubon
Michael Smith
Moodscapes
Place Landscape Design
River's Bend Design
Robert Walsh

Sally Muspratt Landscape Design
Seth Berman Gardeners
Small Planet Landscaping
Stump Hollow Design
Terrascapes
Yves Kraus
And thank you to the many other anonymous donors.
We hope that you enjoy this edition of the ELA newsletter,
The Ecological Landscaper.
We welcome your comments at ela.info@comcast.net.
Penny Lewis, Executive Director
Ecological Landscaping Association

